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Abstract: As cities and their population are subjected to climate change and urban heat islands, it is
paramount to have the means to understand the local urban climate and propose mitigation measures,
especially at neighbourhood, local and building scales. A framework is presented, where the urban
climate is studied by coupling a meteorological model to a building-resolved local urban climate model,
and where an urban climate model is coupled to a building energy simulation model. The urban
climate model allows for studies at local scale, combining modelling of wind and buoyancy with
computational fluid dynamics, radiative exchange and heat and mass transport in porous materials
including evaporative cooling at street canyon and neighbourhood scale. This coupled model takes
into account the hygrothermal behaviour of porous materials and vegetation subjected to variations
of wetting, sun, wind, humidity and temperature. The model is driven by climate predictions from a
mesoscale meteorological model including urban parametrisation. Building energy demand, such as
cooling demand during heat waves, can be evaluated. This integrated approach not only allows for
the design of adapted buildings, but also urban environments that can mitigate the negative effects of
future climate change and increased urban heat islands. Mitigation solutions for urban heat island
effect and heat waves, including vegetation, evaporative cooling pavements and neighbourhood
morphology, are assessed in terms of pedestrian comfort and building (cooling) energy consumption.
Keywords: heat wave; urban heat island; urban climate; evaporative cooling; vegetation;
cooling demand

1. Introduction
Climate change and the urbanization around the world ask more than ever for a detailed study
of the urban climate. Heatwaves are one of the climatic extremes [1] that take place with increasing
frequency in relation with climate change. Cities are subjected to urban heat islands (UHI), which affect
human thermal comfort [2], building cooling energy consumption [3–5], health [6] and other societal
aspects. Understanding the coupling mechanisms between heat waves and UHIs and documenting
their threatening aspects delineate a present-day pivotal interdisciplinary research topic.
The UHI effect is reflected by higher temperatures in urban areas compared to these in surrounding
rural areas, observable mainly at night [7,8]. Factors contributing to the positive thermal balance
mainly comprise increasing heat storage due to the adoption of low albedo and high heat capacity
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in a new case study for a public square in the city of Zurich coupled to MMM. We believe that this
combination of an overview of our previous and present new work demonstrates that both CFD-BES
and CFD-HAM-Radiation-Vegetation models enable the exploration of the complex interactions of the
physical processes taking place in an urban environment at the appropriate respective scale. In the
following sections, we clearly differentiate our previous work from our new contribution.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we give a general overview of different approaches
for modelling, describing what has been achieved at the different scales and recent efforts in coupling
models. In Section 3, we present an overview of recent work using the CFD-BES model and in
Section 4, we present our CFD-HAM-Radiation-Vegetation model with application to a new case study.
Finally, discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
2. Overview of Modelling Approaches at Different Urban Scales
2.1. Mesoscale Meteorological Models (MMMs)
MMMs are commonly used for weather prediction including phenomena like sea breeze, rain,
cloud clusters and thunderstorms [29]. These models can also be configured to represent physical
phenomena at city scale. Common mesoscale models are WRF [30] and COSMO [31], which are
both widely used in research and weather forecasting. Adequate initial and boundary conditions
for the proper modelling of the temporal and spatial evolution of the state of the atmosphere are
prescribed coming from global models like GFS (Global Forecast System) or ECMWF (European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) or nested models derived from the global ones like MeteoSwiss
COSMO-2/1. The model is initialized by external and dynamic data. Typical external data are static
parameters like the height, land-use, soil type or vegetation type of each grid point in the model
domain. In urban climate modelling this data also contain information about the city morphology
like building height, street canyon width, physical properties of building and street materials and
density of the built-up area. Dynamic input data contain mainly the state of the atmosphere like
the atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity and of the surface fields like soil temperature.
The lateral boundary conditions coming from higher scale models are specified at the spatial boundaries
of the domain. A relaxation zone with several grid points width is implemented to blend the forced
conditions at the boundaries together with the atmospheric model in the limited area [32].
Many physical processes in the atmosphere are either too complex or too small to be modelled on
the grid resolution of the MMM models. This leads to insufficient model performance or to mass and
energy deficits during the simulation. Therefore, these processes are modelled by parameterisations,
which model the impact from cloud microphysics, planetary boundary layer, surface layers, land surface
interactions and atmospheric radiation. Since buildings are not resolved at this scale, the urban
environment is also parametrised using a statistical model assuming a distribution of street canyons.
The simplest urban canopy model is the single urban canyon parametrisation [33], containing only a
single building layer where the building height is assumed to be constant in the urban environment.
In parameterised canopy models, urban effects on momentum and temperature are determined and
fed back into the MMM model.
Martilli et al. [34] present a building effect parametrisation model (BEP) based on the single
urban canopy parametrisation allowing building height variation and different canyon orientations
originally implemented in WRF. Wouters et al. [35] present a bulk urban canyon parametrisation
TERRA-URB for COSMO. Trusilova et al. [36] create a single layer urban canyon model for COSMO,
COSMO-TEB, with one generic canyon morphology for the whole city. Schubert et al. [37] propose
the double-canyon effect parametrisation (DCEP) model for multi-layer urban canopy representation,
taking into account the radiation exchange for two neighbouring canyons treating direct and diffuse
radiation separately. Mussetti et al. [38] show that using sub-kilometre resolution (250 m resolution)
enhances the model performance to capture urban effects. BEP-Tree, presented by Krayenhoff et al. [39],
models street trees and their effects as possible heat mitigation method. BEP-Tree and COSMO are used
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by Mussetti et al. [40] to study the effect of trees and the UHI in cities. Even with such parametrisation,
MMMs present limitations, mainly due to low resolution and the lack of resolved local velocity fields
around buildings [41], pointing to an approach, where MMMs are coupled with building resolved
CFD simulations particularly for analyses at local scale.
2.2. Urban Climate CFD Models
The modelling at local scale involves the complex interaction of the following physical phenomena:
air, heat and moisture flow due to wind and buoyancy effects, rain, solar radiation and longwave
radiation between different urban surfaces, heat and moisture fluxes at building surfaces, storage of
heat and moisture in urban materials, removal of heat and moisture from surfaces due to convection.
Moreover, vegetation like trees and grass may be present, altering wind flow and providing cooling
due to evapotranspiration and shadowing, or other shadowing devices may be present. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are increasingly used at neighbourhood scale and local scale,
allowing detailed numerical analysis of the urban physical phenomena at play in the air domain [42].
CFD models, with high-resolution building-resolved computational grids, can solve the local wind
flow and temperature fields around buildings taking into account the building geometry and local
variations of material properties.
Recent CFD studies of local urban climate assess the impact of different components such as urban
morphology [43,44], water bodies [13], vegetation [24] and of urban materials [14–16,45]. A majority of
CFD studies use Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) with k-ε turbulence models. Buoyancy is
typically considered with the Boussinesq approximation and moisture is modelled as passive scalar
transport. In general, RANS k-ε models have drawbacks such as the assumption of isotropic turbulence
and the underestimation of turbulence kinetic energy in the wake of the building, which leads to
the overprediction of the size of the wake and the location of reattachment [46]. More complicated
turbulence models such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) are found to be more accurate when applied
correctly. However, they are not as much used [42,47], mainly due to the fact that they lead to even
higher computational cost and that they require more complex boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions at the inlet of the domain, e.g., wind velocity, turbulence intensity and
temperature profiles, are not always available in urban case studies. Upwind meteorological
measurements are scarce and often have low spatial resolution. Therefore, CFD simulations usually rely
on simplified analytical or (semi-)empirical boundary layer profiles. However, inlet conditions for urban
areas are complex and strongly influenced by mesoscale meteorological phenomena. Coupling CFD
models with MMMs combines the advantages of both approaches, making it possible to obtain
boundary conditions from the larger scale MMM simulation, while allowing for a local-scale analysis
within the region of interest.
In local urban climate studies, modelling dynamic conditions is crucial, e.g., radiation and heat
storage within facades, ground and roofs. This is commonly taken into account with a conjugate
heat transport approach [45,48,49]. Typically, moisture transport is either not considered and urban
surfaces are considered impermeable to moisture, or moisture transport is taken into account by
simplifying it with a uniform latent heat flux, e.g., for uncovered surfaces such as soil. In the research
group of the authors, local urban climate models were developed including coupling with heat and
moisture transport (HAM) models in porous media [14–16,50], allowing to resolve moisture transport
in addition to the heat transport within urban materials. Here, moisture flux includes liquid and
vapour transport due to the capillary pressure and the vapour pressure gradients respectively and
transport due to temperature gradients. Resolving moisture transport becomes necessary especially
when evaporative cooling is considered, as the rate of evaporation highly depends on hygrothermal
properties of the porous media and available moisture by rain or artificial wetting. Furthermore,
for the correct estimation of pedestrian-level outdoor thermal comfort, an accurate estimation of local
moisture levels or relative humidity is needed in addition to surface temperatures and wind-flow field.
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2.3. Coupled CFD—Building Energy Simulation (BES)
Energy consumption in buildings is responsible for approximately 40% of the total primary energy
consumption in EU and USA [51]. This figure is around 50% for Switzerland according to the Swiss
Federal Office of Energy [52]. To exploit the potential for energy demand reduction in buildings, it is of
paramount importance to understand the energy consumption at building level, which is determined
by building morphology, envelope insulation, heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and cooling, and
domestic hot water systems. The morphology of a building cluster may result in LHIs in the form of
hot spots in local air temperatures, which in turn have a direct impact on heat transfer through the
envelope and indoor energy consumption.
A local urban climate CFD model can be coupled to a BES model to study the complex interaction
of these factors. BES and CFD may be coupled by providing outside building and ground surface
temperatures from the BES as boundary conditions to the CFD model. The CFD model may provide
air temperatures and heat transfer coefficients as input to the BES model [5].
Generically, a BES solves the energy balance and associated heat transfer within buildings
from the perspective of lumped-parameter models [53]. The balance comprises the dynamic heat
transport through building envelopes, heat storage in the building, solar gains through windows,
ventilation losses, radiation and convection in the indoor environment, heat convection, solar and
longwave radiation exchange with outdoor environment [53]. BES comprises also the heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning of rooms (HVAC) and internal heat gains using behavioural models.
3. Relation between Urban Morphology, Urban Climate/Comfort and Building Energy Demand
for Cooling
In this section, we compile and integrate our previous analyses investigating the impact
of urban morphology on LHIs and resultant building cooling demand, as documented in our
publications [5,22,43,54,55]. In Section 3.1, the influence of different generic urban morphologies on
LHIs is presented. In Section 3.2, the influence of these different generic urban morphologies on
building cooling energy demand is analysed. In our study, CitySim [56] was used as the BES code and
coupled to a CFD urban climate model at local scale as described in [43,54,55]. Since the focus is on the
impact of local climate on building energy, no moisture effects are considered.
3.1. Influence of Different Generic Urban Morphologies on Local Heat Islands (LHI) and Heat Removal
In Allegrini et al. [43], we studied LHI intensities for six generic urban morphologies of identical
building height (Figure 2a) for two wind speeds, a relatively lower wind speed of 1 m/s and a higher
wind speed of 5.5 m/s. We found that a higher wind speed (HW) leads to higher LHI intensities in a
medium-density building cluster compared to the cases of lower wind speeds (LW). At high wind
speed, the urban flow is dominated by a shear flow over the roofs of the buildings and low speed
standing-vortices in the canyons. At such high wind speed, the upward buoyant flow, which has
the potential to remove heat from the street canyons, is in effect blocked by the shear flow above the
building roofs. This is especially the case for the morphologies shown in Figure 2(a1,a3,a4). At low
wind speed, the buoyancy driven flow can break through the shear layer leading to a higher heat
removal and lower LHIs.
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entrance (Figure 2(c5)) show high LHI intensities close to the central building. The less dense
morphologies, displaying open flow paths in wind direction, show lower LHIs.
We determined the space cooling demand in each urban morphology using four different cases
using: (1) the default base case settings of CitySim based on incoming temperature and default
convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTC); (2) only average local air temperatures, which showed an
increase between 0.4 ◦ C and 1.4 ◦ C; (3) only local convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTC); (4) and
the combined effect of local temperatures and CHTC. We found that the higher air temperatures and
lower heat transfer coefficients due to lower local airflow speeds are found to lead to an increase in
cooling demand for an office building in Zurich during a heat wave. The closed courtyard (Figure 2(c4))
showed an increase of 20%, while we still see an increase of 9% for the case of an open courtyard
(Figure 2(c6)). From this study, we showed clearly that LHIs display higher air temperatures and lower
wind speeds and can lead to a substantial increase in space cooling demand. We also demonstrated
that by coupling CFD and BES, the impact of local urban climate on cooling demand can be determined
for different case studies.
4. Local Urban Climate, Thermal Comfort and Mitigation Measures
4.1. Modelling Approach and Coupling
We first present our modelling approach used in the present study. We use COSMO with the DCEP
parametrisation for the mesoscale simulations. The reason for this choice is the availability of already
down-nested COSMO-1 boundary conditions by Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology, MeteoSwiss,
as well as the multi-layer approach provided by DCEP. Trusilova et al. [57] compare the different urban
parametrisations in Berlin and showed that TERRA_URB only provides accurate results depending on
a pre-calculated anthropogenic heat flux. COSMO-TEB cannot capture the morphology differences in a
heterogeneous city. In the present study, COSMO-DCEP simulations are performed with a timestep
of 5 seconds and with hourly model output. Hourly output from MMM simulations at mesoscale is
transferred to the smaller CFD domain with a one-way coupling, i.e., CFD simulation has no effect
on the MMM results. For the CFD domain, boundaries are positioned far enough from the region
of interest. Inflow and outflow boundaries change during the day depending on the wind direction.
At the inflow boundaries, wind velocity profiles are obtained from COSMO-DCEP by interpolating
values onto the computational grid of CFD. For temperature, a uniform value is used obtained above
the canopy height from COSMO-DCEP simulations. At the outflow boundaries, zero static pressure
is imposed.
In the CFD-HAM coupling at local or neighbourhood scale, the air subdomain and building
subdomain for porous urban materials are coupled at the boundaries separating these subdomains,
e.g., at the exterior surfaces of facades and pavements. At these interfaces, Dirichlet boundary
conditions are used for temperature and moisture in the air subdomain, for which the values are taken
from the corresponding boundary in the building subdomain. Neumann boundary conditions are
used in the building subdomain, in order to ensure continuity of heat and moisture fluxes between
the subdomains where the moisture flux comprises the convective vapour exchange and the heat flux
comprises the convective heat transfer, the radiative heat transfer and the latent and sensible heat
transfer due to vapour exchange.
Temporal coupling between CFD and HAM models is performed by sequentially solving the
steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) with realizable k-ε equations in the air and the
unsteady coupled heat and moisture transfer in porous building materials. This approach follows
the assumption of much smaller time scale of transport in the CFD subdomain than the one in the
building materials, so that the solution of the CFD subdomain remains constant during the transient
HAM simulation [50]. Transient HAM simulation in the porous building materials uses adaptive
timesteps [58]. At each exchange timestep, information is exchanged at the coupled boundaries
separating the CFD and HAM subdomains using a quasi-dynamic coupling scheme [59]. In the present
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study, an exchange timestep of 20 min is used. Temporal coupling between MMM and CFD is achieved
by static coupling, where hourly outputs of COSMO-DCEP simulations are used in CFD simulations.
The hourly values from COSMO-DCEP are linearly interpolated for the 20-min exchange timesteps of
Atmosphere
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pavements and for a group of trees in Münsterhof, a historical public square in the city of Zurich
using our MMM-CFD-HAM coupling method.
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and for a group of trees in Münsterhof, a historical public square in the city of Zurich using our
MMM-CFD-HAM coupling method.
4.2. Impact of Cool Pavements on Local Urban Climate in Generic Street Canyons
We performed, in different previous studies, parametric analyses of evaporative cooling in an
isolated street canyon and we found that the impact of evaporative cooling due to wetting of pavements
depends on the pavement material configuration [16], material moisture retention and transport
properties [14,16] and the wetting strategy [14,15].
Pavement layers can be composed of materials with varying pore volume distribution,
maximum pore size, liquid permeability and vapour diffusion coefficient. Ferrari et al. [16] compared
pavements with different layer structure in terms of their evaporative-cooling potential. These are
permeable pavements with higher porosity and liquid permeability than those of conventional dense
pavement materials with very fine pore structure, like concrete, but also with sufficiently small pores
so that gravity does not play a major role. We showed in Ferrari et al. [16] that evaporative cooling is
highest and longest when a two-layer configuration is used with finer pores at the top and coarser
pores at the bottom.
We found that a top layer with finer pores allows for a sufficiently fast storage of water during the
wetting period. Due to its stronger capillarity, suction of liquid water is observed to occur back to the
top surface. Bottom layer with bigger pores is found to act as a capillary break. As a result, more water
is available for evaporation near the top surface. The resulting surface temperature is found to be up to
18 ◦ C lower after a total wetting of 10 mm compared to the pavement temperature in dry conditions.
The resulting cooling impact was defined based on two parameters: reduction in surface
temperature and duration of evaporative cooling. Using the same two-layer pavement configuration,
we studied in Kubilay et al. [15] the optimal wetting protocol in terms of wetting amount, wetting time
and wetting duration, with an aim to maximize the cooling impact while keeping the water usage
minimal. During drying, the rate of evaporation is identical for different configurations as long as
the material surface remains at almost 100% RH. This is called the first drying phase, during which
the rate of evaporation depends only on external boundary conditions, like radiation, outside RH,
air temperature and wind velocity. It is beneficial to keep the first drying phase as long as possible
in order to extend the effect of evaporative cooling, because once the liquid cannot replenish the
medium surface anymore and the liquid front recedes within the porous medium, the drying process
enters its second phase with a much lower rate of evaporation, and thus less evaporative cooling
effect. We showed that a single wetting application of 6 mm in the morning provides sufficient cooling
for a day and night in the given heat wave conditions in a street canyon [15]. Further increase in
wetting amount has no impact on the maximum reduction in surface temperature and mainly extends
the duration of the first drying phase with only a marginal impact during daytime. Conditions that
increase the rate of evaporation, e.g., higher ambient temperature, UHI intensity and higher solar
radiation, enhance the cooling effect initially, but decrease the cooling duration.
Wetting duration should be kept as short as possible to minimize the interference of artificial
wetting, for example, with traffic and pedestrians. At the same time, wetting duration should not
be too short, as too large wetting flux would lead to runoff as the moisture content reaches capillary
saturation at the surface. We showed in Kubilay et al. [15] that a total wetting of 6 mm over a duration
of 10 min, i.e., wetting flux of 36 mm/h, leads to no runoff. It should be noted that this highly depends
on the liquid permeability and moisture capacity of pavement material. Additionally, we found that
maximal cooling is achieved with a wetting time just before the direct sunlight reaches the surface
ref. An earlier wetting time would lead to an earlier switch to the second drying phase, while a later
wetting time would lead to a higher initial surface temperature [15].
An alternative would be to split wetting over different events while keeping the total wetting
amount the same. This is especially relevant to the cases with limited water. In such cases, keeping the
additional water available for the next watering cycle might be more beneficial than the marginal
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increase in cooling impact by using it all at once. We showed in Kubilay et al. [14] that dividing the
available water in two wetting periods leads to a lower cooling initially due to an earlier switch to the
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and computational grid. The computational grid is more refined and the building shapes are captured
more accurately in the immediate surroundings of Münsterhof (blue zone). Buildings located further
away are not resolved and modelled only as a surface roughness on the ground. In between the two
zones, the buildings are modelled with a simplified geometry (orange and green). Part of Lake Zurich
is also visible in Figure 6a to the south of the city. From the lake, the Limmat river flows towards North
close to the
Münsterhof.
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In Figure 5, one can also see the scaling of the computational domain for CFD inside the MMM
domain. The larger blue rectangle indicates the dimensions of the computational domain and the
smaller rectangle indicates the area where the buildings are explicitly modelled. The computational
domain for CFD is shown in Figure 6a with the group of explicitly modelled buildings. The colour of
the buildings (blue, orange and green) indicates different resolution in terms of the geometric details
and computational grid. The computational grid is more refined and the building shapes are captured
more accurately in the immediate surroundings of Münsterhof (blue zone). Buildings located further
away are not resolved and modelled only as a surface roughness on the ground. In between the two
zones, the buildings are modelled with a simplified geometry (orange and green). Part of Lake Zurich
is also visible in Figure 6a to the south of the city. From the lake, the Limmat river flows towards
North close to the Münsterhof.
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Part of the computational grid for CFD simulations is shown in Figure 6b. The cell size within
Münsterhof is roughly 0.6 m and the cell height on the walls is 0.1 m. The ground surface of the
Münsterhof, outlined in red in Figure 6b, as well as the building facades facing the square are
modelled as coupled boundaries between the CFD and HAM domains. Three-dimensional
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Part of the computational grid for CFD simulations is shown in Figure 6b. The cell size within
Münsterhof is roughly 0.6 m and the cell height on the walls is 0.1 m. The ground surface of the
Münsterhof, outlined in red in Figure 6b, as well as the building facades facing the square are modelled
as coupled boundaries between the CFD and HAM domains. Three-dimensional computational
domains for the HAM model are generated by extruding the coupled boundaries in their normal
direction. For the ground, a top layer of concrete with 30-cm thickness is considered. Beneath this layer,
a soil layer is present until a total depth of 2.0 m. The facades are modelled with clay brick masonry of
9-cm thickness, while the interior boundaries are modelled with an additional thermal resistance of
2.5 m2 K/W and a fixed indoor temperature of 20 ◦ C. The temperature of the remaining surfaces in the
CFD domain, such as the ground, building facades and roofs outside Münsterhof, is obtained from
COSMO-DCEP simulations.
The square is highly exposed to solar radiation and currently without vegetation. This situation
is considered as the reference case. For comparison, two additional mitigation cases are considered.
The first case considers pavements for evaporative cooling following the example of Kubilay et al. [15]
as discussed in Section 4.2. For this, the inner area outlined in blue in Figure 6b is replaced with a
similar two-layer pavement configuration and wetted in the morning between 8:00 and 8:20 with a total
water amount of 6 mm. This area represents around 25% of the total area of Münsterhof. For the second
case, an adapted setup is designed with several trees planted in the square as shown in Figure 6c,d.
Two species of trees are used that are typically found in the city of Zurich as street trees: five silver
lindens (Tilia tomentosa) indicated in dark green, and four field maples (Acer campestre) indicated
in light green in Figure 6d. Silver linden is a relatively taller tree less transmissive to solar radiation,
while field maple is a shorter tree that is more transmissive. Uniform LAD values of 4 m2 /m3 for the
foliage of silver linden and 2 m2 /m3 for field maple are used.
The simulations are initialized by solving the heat balance in the material domains for a duration
of 3 weeks in order to have a realistic thermal storage and temperature distribution in the urban
materials included in the HAM subdomain. Then, fully coupled simulations are performed for 25 June,
during which a high maximum air temperature is measured with a high UHI intensity as shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 7a,b present the average pavement surface temperature in Münsterhof for the total area
indicated with the red line in Figure 6 and the inner area used for artificial wetting indicated with
the blue line, respectively. Figure 7b shows that artificial wetting causes locally a strong decrease,
i.e., of more than 20 ◦ C, in surface temperature. The temperature of the wet pavement surface remains
significantly low until the pavement enters the second drying phase at around 10:30. It is found that the
first drying phase is shortened in the square compared to a street canyon case, which is more protected
from solar radiation by shadowing. In the afternoon, the surface temperature remains between the
reference and vegetation cases. The average surface temperature of the complete Münsterhof area in
the case of artificial wetting of pavements, however, is much closer to the reference case (Figure 7a).
In the case with vegetation, the presence of trees provides considerable shadowing and decreases the
overall absorption of solar radiation on the ground surface, which leads to lower surface temperatures
throughout the day. The largest difference of pavement surface temperature compared to the reference
case is around 9 ◦ C on average in the complete square in presence of trees.
The reduction in surface temperature in the cases with artificial wetting and vegetation results
in a local decrease in the air temperature, improving thermal comfort. However, at the same time,
evaporation in both cases leads to higher relative humidity locally. The presence of trees, with their
porous foliage, is also found to decrease wind speed, hence reducing ventilation. Reduced wind
speed and increased relative humidity have an adverse impact on thermal comfort. The resulting
pedestrian thermal comfort is evaluated using the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) [61], which
is an equivalent temperature perceived by a pedestrian based on local values for air temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed and mean radiant temperature. Figure 8 shows the obtained UTCI
values for the 1.7 m-high position indicated with P in Figure 6, showing a peak heat stress around
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The reduction in surface temperature in the cases with artificial wetting and vegetation results
in a local decrease in the air temperature, improving thermal comfort. However, at the same time,
evaporation in both cases leads to higher relative humidity locally. The presence of trees, with their
porous foliage, is also found to decrease wind speed, hence reducing ventilation. Reduced wind
speed and increased relative humidity have an adverse impact on thermal comfort. The resulting
pedestrian thermal comfort is evaluated using the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) [61],
which is an equivalent temperature perceived by a pedestrian based on local values for air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and mean radiant temperature. Figure 8 shows the
obtained UTCI values for the 1.7 m-high position indicated with P in Figure 6, showing a peak heat
stress around 14:00 UTC for the reference case. After artificial wetting, the UTCI values decrease by
up to 3.2 °C, i.e., thermal comfort improves, but later in the afternoon this difference decreases. In the
case with trees, during daytime, there is a significant improvement in thermal comfort and UTCI
values decrease by up to 6.9 °C, while the UTCI values are higher than the reference case during night
time as a result of the reduced sky view factor.
Figure 8. Variation of thermal comfort index UTCI at point P for the reference case (ref.), the case with
Figure 8. Variation of thermal comfort index UTCI at point P for the reference case (ref.), the case with
artificial wetting (wet, where the light blue band indicates the duration of wetting) and the case with
artificial wetting (wet, where the light blue band indicates the duration of wetting) and the case with
trees (veg.) on 25 June 2019.
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In Figure 9, the spatial distributions of the UTCI values are presented at 12:00 and 14:00 UTC.
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At 14:00, the cooling achieved with the trees is larger than the one with the wetted surfaces, as the
pavement surface starts already to dry.
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The MMM models provide realistic boundary conditions taking into account local topography
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different parametrised parts of the model and due to computational limitations. Coupling of MMM
and CFD models is an on-going research field, where multiple approaches exist with different
advantages. Validation of such coupling is complex and requires large datasets of carefully
conducted urban measurement campaigns. An alternative for the coupling at lateral boundaries of
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on different parametrised parts of the model and due to computational limitations. Coupling of
MMM and CFD models is an on-going research field, where multiple approaches exist with different
advantages. Validation of such coupling is complex and requires large datasets of carefully conducted
urban measurement campaigns. An alternative for the coupling at lateral boundaries of the CFD
domain is the use of a “nudging term” which corrects the mass balance based on MMM solution,
typically within a blending zone near the lateral boundaries [63–65].
The coupled submodels included at local scale, i.e., CFD, HAM and vegetation, have been
individually validated in earlier studies. However, these validation studies do not include the coupling
of all submodels at once and the conditions are not the same as for Münsterhof. While measured
surface temperature data are available for Münsterhof based on infrared images and satellite images
are available from different time periods and show similar range of values, surface temperatures alone
are not sufficient for a complete validation. Detailed measurement campaigns with a well-organized
monitoring setup are planned both at full scale and wind/water tunnel scales.
The coupled approach presented here would be appropriate for a neighbourhood-scale analysis,
but would not be as efficient at city scale. One way to mitigate this issue can be to introduce an
intermediate scale. Recently, a new LES modelling approach PALM [66] and its urban part extension
PALM-4U is developed, with the advantage of a building-resolved simulation domain using Finite
Difference discretization. Further work is required, possibly incorporating machine learning methods,
in order to provide a fast method for assessing heat island mitigation measures at city level.
5.2. Coupling of CFD with Building Energy Simulation Tools
The developed CFD-BES model shows its great capability in revealing the interaction between
LHI intensity and space cooling demands, as well as their complex dependence on urban morphology,
where effects of wind speed on heat removal and LHIs can be analysed. The insight gained through the
CFD-BES modelling suggests that urban morphology has a significant influence on LHIs and should be
considered in the design and mitigation of urban areas. The capability of the CFD-BES could be further
improved by implementing full two-way coupling where temperatures and heat fluxes are exchanged
from BES to CFD over the total built environment and not only at building surfaces. In addition,
other influencing factors, such as anthropogenic heat generation, diurnal change of wind speed and
direction, evapotranspiration of vegetation and presence of water bodies, could be incorporated into
the CFD-BES model. Such extensions would allow to better study the impact of different factors
and mitigation measures on space cooling demand. Further, CFD-BES models can be coupled to
mesoscale meteorological models taking into account realistic boundary conditions, allowing to study
also the impacts of climate change on cooling demand in the urban context. Finally, in BES, yearly
calculations are generally performed with hourly time step, which is still computationally impossible
for CFD. Therefore, new approaches using simplified CFD modelling or machine learning could help
in speeding up the CFD-BES model performance.
5.3. Mitigation Measures
Sustainable counter-measures to local urban heat islands are expected to require a combination of
mitigation measures such as the use of ventilation lanes, shadowing, evaporative cooling, vegetation,
reflective surfaces. Analyses at local scale are required in order to assess the LHIs and assess correctly
the impact of these mitigation measures. The cooling provided by permeable pavements depends
on the availability of moisture near the surface layer. This study mainly focuses on the impact of an
optimized pavement configuration of pedestrian thermal comfort using artificial wetting solutions,
e.g., using stored water. Next steps include the design and testing of the engineering solutions of such
improved pavements in terms of material choice and durability.
Similarly, cooling by evapotranspiration from trees depends on moisture availability in the soil,
air humidity and local wind-flow field among others. Coupling CFD models with HAM improves the
assessment of evaporative-cooling potential and more advanced modelling of vegetation including
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moisture transport from soil, through roots and to foliage is to come. The impact of extreme weather
conditions such as drought, during which vegetation would be unable to provide sufficient cooling
through transpiration, can be analysed and related wetting/irrigation strategies can be optimized.
Building-resolved wind-flow field obtained from CFD improves the assessment of possible ventilation
lanes and the evaluation of local thermal comfort.
The necessity of properly understanding the water cycle and its management in the urban
environment is highlighted by climate change. At the core of this coupled model is a large effort
to model wind-driven rain (WDR) as a moisture source in the built environment. To predict rain
deposition on building façades in the urban context, an Eulerian Multiphase CFD model was developed
and validated with field measurements by the authors [67,68]. Rethinking the urban water cycle
could lead to use grey and rain/storm water for mitigation needs. Drinking water is too costly and
often the availability is not sufficient nor is the usage of this valuable resource for cooling sustainable.
Non-potable water produced from greywater is readily available in cities, where there is a high
population density. Another route would be to harvest rain water over a certain catchment area,
which are most of the time building roofs, and store this water locally, preferentially underground
in reservoirs.
The development of proper performance assessment methodologies is needed in order to
incorporate all relevant urban elements and interface properly with adequate comfort and physiological
models of occupants, as well as methods for health impact assessment. These assessments have to be
done under different scenarios of future climate. The notion of risks posed by UHI and climate change
must be better defined and incorporated in the development of mitigation or adaptation solutions.
This work will benefit from the development of a multidisciplinary approach by linking to other
expertise such as mesoscale meteorology and climatology, hydrology and urban water management,
building engineering and building heat ventilation and air cooling systems, human physiology, health
and material science, to mention a few.
6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a framework with the goal of studying the urban climate in its complex
geometry and physics. A combination of models allows for studies of the urban climate at local scale
by coupling wind flow and buoyancy with radiative exchange, heat and mass transport in porous
materials, the hygrothermal behaviour of porous materials and vegetation subjected to variations of
wetting, sun, wind, humidity and temperature in order to evaluate their roles in urban neighbourhoods.
The model is driven by climate predictions from a mesoscale meteorological model including urban
parametrisation. Further, coupling the urban environment of a building to its energy demand
assessment is shown to provide a new array of insights for improving building performance.
Mitigation solutions for urban heat island effect and heat waves are assessed in terms of pedestrian
comfort and building (cooling) energy consumption for realistic situations. Vegetation, namely trees,
evaporative cooling pavements and neighbourhood morphologies are studied, demonstrating just a
few facets of potential of the proposed framework. This framework can eventually be part of design
methodologies for conceiving better adapted buildings and also better urban environments that can
mitigate the negative effects of future climate change and increased UHI. Future work could extend the
modelling framework to take into account anthropogenic heat sources such as waste heat from HVAC
equipment and traffic (cars), the soil configuration and presence of plant roots, or to post-process the
outdoor conditions in terms of heat stress load and link to impact on health combining indoor and
outdoor heat stresses. At present, efforts are made to accurately model all physical, and eventually
biological, aspects at play. It is a hope that eventually simplification and emulation, e.g., by machine
learning, could be used to provide not only guidelines for urban planners and designers but accurate
and efficient design tools.
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